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The Legacy Professionals Association

IRLA ANNUAL CONGRESS

ROLL OF THE DICE
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The first IRLA Congress since May 2019 was a storming success. Nearly 300
delegates from across the international legacy market attended this three times
postponed annual event and many declared it to be the best Congress to date.
It was clear that delegates were very keen to catch up with colleagues and friends,
and to meet and develop new business relationships that have previously, at best,
been at the other end of a video call.

The Legacy Professionals Association
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Great speakers and panel sessions brought topical discussion to the
conference along with keynotes on cyber-crime, micro-incivilities,
Lloyd’s to Legacy activity and the rise and rise as well as potential of
Big Data. State and criminally sponsored cyber-crime demonstrated
how deliberate fraud is both patient and hidden, as opposed to
micro-incivilities which often underpin our daily interactions and
which, despite their mundanity, have a destructive and limiting effect
on those against whom they are directed if we don’t expose them, call
them out and recognise our own potential to employ them. We also
learnt how Lloyd’s has come to recognise the efficiency of legacy as
a positive driver for change and sustainability in the live market live
market, along with the view that we are on the cusp
of technology and data sharing providing the
insights that Big Data has long promised, but as
yet not delivered.
Dawn Rutherford
welcoming delegates in
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Congress ran from informal drinks on the
evening of Sunday 19 September 2021
through to the express bento box take away
lunch on Wednesday 22 September. It was
the seventh* Congress to be held at The Grand
Hotel, Brighton and next year’s Congress
has already been confirmed for 16-18 May
2022, where we trust that more of our
overseas colleagues will be able to join us
with the easing of travel restrictions. At this
same time we would also call on members
to consider sending a wider diversity of
delegates, recognising that our market has a
low turnover of staff and a high demand for
experience with technical knowledge, but we
are not so small a market that we are all MPS!
*2020 was cancelled due to covid
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More on the 2022 programme shortly, but with the sun still shining
as we headed back to work and home, we reflect positively on this
year’s Congress, one of the only marque events we have been able to
attend in the last 2 years, reminding us of the many benefits of being a
market with an Association that seeks growth through fair competition
and success through shared professional experience and learning.

The Legacy Professionals Association

COVID MEMORY
Leslie-Ann Giovnilli,

Services to Legacy Award winner

‘I live in a beautiful part of the
country, but good broadband is a
fantasy and I couldn’t wait
to return to my two screens and
a good signal – and avoid my
dogs pleading eyes 24/7 ’.

Colin Stewart & Leslie-Ann Giovnilli
already working on Congress 2022
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CONGRESS SESSIONS DAY 1
The Legacy Professionals Association

Marking the 20th anniversary of the World Trade Center terrorist attack, and in
recognition that this moment in our collective conscience is now history for many of our
young professionals, Monday commenced with a special screening of the harrowing film
Flight 93 brought to us by film critic Neil McGlone and followed by a presentation from US
attorney Thomas Bush, on the many re/insurance repercussions in the London excess of
loss market arising from the tragedy.

COVID MEMORY
Dan Cordina
‘Personally, I benefitted from the extra time at home during lockdown
as I had a baby daughter, Poppy (born in June 2020) so I could help
out round the house and have some quality daddy/daughter time.’

The afternoon continued the US theme with panel sessions on the
US regulatory changes enabling portfolio transfers in Oklahoma
and a discussion on key legacy issues in the region. Dan Cordina,
YPG Chairman on his first Congress chairing role, neatly managed
the streaming of overseas panellists, including the Oklahoma State
Commissioner, with the panel in the room.
Dan Cordina YPG Chairman
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For the final session of the day, we moved to
the theme of legacy issues from a transatlantic
perspective. Joe McCullough expertly chaired the
session, which involved a discussion of a diverse
set of topics including through the US eye covid-19, climate change, sexual abuse claims
and cyber issues.
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COVID MEMORY
Emmanuèle Lutfalla
‘What impressed most is the fact that at every level of the firm everyone did
actually adapt to the remote conditions of work, and it actually worked! At the
age of 54, I discovered that I could work from home which I thought would be
mission impossible; I think it was easier for the youngsters and now we are
facing the adverse challenge of having to bring them back to their office desk’
Sam Tacey, Cooley (uk) LLP from the transatlantic panel

COVID MEMORY
Joe McCullough
‘I have had a number of final hearings via Zoom, including one that
lasted 3 weeks, and was delighted how well the technology worked,
with only an occasional minor tech issue arising. Clients love the
cost savings, and I have been quite content to avoid the travel and
long stretches of time away from home.’

There was a steady wind down from a challenging first
days programme with a guided walk around Brighton or
a trip up the i360 followed by delegates meeting for a
short reception in the Victoria Lounge before setting off
for their own networking opportunities across the city.
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CONGRESS
SESSIONS DAY 2

The Legacy Professionals Association

Tuesday’s welcome by Chairman Stephen Roberts was followed by Paul Corver
making a surprise announcement that the Services to Legacy Award would be
deferred until the May 2022 Congress.
Jenny Fair presented the Young Professional
of the Year Award to Liam Bedford of
Kennedys Law, first amongst a very strong
group of five nominees for this prestigious
industry award. The board would like to thank
all five short listed nominees for their great
work, they are all winners, and to the panel of
judges who gave their time to deliberate
their choice.

Liam Bedford,
2020/21 Young
Professional
Award Winner

COVID MEMORY
Rachel Sloane
Rachel Sloane our professional
conference facilitator

‘On balance a lot happened during covid times…. we’ve all lived through history ….and
we probably all have some memories from this time that are not entirely negative.’
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In a departure from prior years, Congress was greatly enhanced by the enthusiasm,
humour and timekeeping of our first professional host, Radio Four presenter Rachel
Sloane, who kept Congress on time and enabled a steady flow of delegate questions
to enhance the panel debates.
Tuesday’s packed programme opened with investigative
journalist Geoff White speaking on the hidden world of IT;
hidden we now know, by state agents, criminal gangs and
the hacking community through their nefarious activities
- the take-aways were how long these cyber criminals are
able to take to prepare and set their scams, often “within”
system, how well prepared and skilled they are at covering
their tracks and in some instances, how they might use third
party suppliers with weaker systems protections
to set their traps and be, literally, invited into
your operations. As it ever was, the main risk
is our own agency, pressing the wrong button,
falling for yet better targeted email scams and
setting off the potential for ransoms,
at least, and highly disruptive
shutdowns and costly
rewrites at worst. [For more on this
seek out Geoff’s podcasts on the BBC
which come highly recommended].
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COVID MEMORY

Captive audience

Geoff White
‘my surprising discovery during the lockdown was oven
chips…..pretty quickly followed by the Couch to 5K app’.
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Chaired by Paul Corver, a range of service providers
and consolidators provided a high-level view of legacy
transactions. The panel agreed that there was increasing
market sector investment interest, whilst there are bumps
in the road, with issues such as the unknown reinsurance
response to direct covid losses, overall market resilience
was highlighted with Lloyd’s deals in particular at the
forefront of current activity and new structures being
promoted and considered. The sell side’s demand for clarity
and often finality was placed in context of an increasing
broker engagement, with more IRLA broker members than
at any time in the past. The panel also noted that current
deals were often without the traditional change of claims
handling from seller to buyer which has been a feature of
most recent transactions as providers have operational
efficiency and cost saving as a factor in their profit models.
There was consensus that resilience was increasing as
balance sheets grew and became more diversified and there
was strong support for proportionate regulation assisting
the market to deliver long term security for clients. The
audience were exhorted to seek simplicity over complexity,
to treat clients well, manage down liabilities, maximise
investment without threatening assets, control costs early
to ensure expenses don’t outstrip returns and simplify
corporate structures over time.
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COVID MEMORY
Paul Corver
‘in those first initial months, and
when I could get away from my
desk, I would go out on my bike ….on
virtually traffic free roads. Bliss!’

Paul Corver Immediate Past Chairman
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A last word went to post-covid;
whilst some remain cautious,
all agreed that covid had been
a catalyst for change and that
change was good for legacy
opportunities - as with past
crises - issues would be resolved
and what began as disaster
management would end with
specific and measurable outcomes.

COVID MEMORY

Anirvan Choudhury, PwC on the regulation panel

Andy Ward
‘The most surprising memory of
lockdown and covid-times for me
was walking through Charles De
Gaulle airport two days before
the first lockdown and literally
my colleague and I being the only
people there - surreal.’
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After a short break, and supported by current and past
PRA regulatory run-off leaders, Tom Alcock led the
debate on UK regulatory developments. Of particular
and topical interest to IRLA members is the recent
consultation paper from the PRA regarding the possible
use of the “166” review to determine operational
and governance capability in respect of prospective
acquisitions. Members will be aware that IRLA is collating
a united response to the consultation which is available
on the Members’ section of the website. The regulator
was able to provide reassurance that the intention of the
new process, if adopted, will be proportionate and limited
to situations where both criteria for review have been
triggered; i.e. a prospective acquisition is greater than
£100 million and the acquisition is greater than 10% of
the prospective balance sheet of the acquirer; on this
definition the regulator expected that only one or two
166 reviews would be triggered in any given year where
the number of UK transactions numbers circa 50.
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After lunch, Jonathan Taylor
of Pearn Kandola led a highly
interactive cultural leadership
session on micro-incivilities which
was both informative and thought
provoking for the delegates in
attendance. Jonathan was able to
shine a light on the bullying and
exclusion which arises through
culturally ingrained behaviours
Odgen Hodge, CII and Jonathan Taylor, Pearn Kandola.
which have and continue to exclude
advancement for many. Delegates
recognised behaviours in themselves, and behaviours directed at others which
close down debate, trivialise and belittle in seeking to control. We also learned how
challenging and voicing support for victims when micro-incivilities arise in real time
exposes and corrects these damaging perspectives. IRLA supports its members on
their aims for inclusion and diversity but recognises with a highly technical, long
term and often TUPE transferred workforce, the opportunities for big step changes
are rare in legacy. Our work in this area is by many small increments, starting
with learning opportunities and leading to self-awareness and advocacy. IRLA also
supports its members in this challenge with our free CPD training, mentoring, and
connecting events to encourage opportunities for all.
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COVID MEMORY
Paige Twin
After now experiencing the office
environment I can notice how different
it really was to start during lockdown,
as I hadn’t met anyone in the office
until 6 months after starting and
hadn’t spoken to several people
outside my team. Despite starting
in lockdown, Riverstone have done
their best to still make me feel really
included and part of the team.’
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Mark Everiss

In the afternoon Mark Everiss led, and
put challenging questions to, a panel
who demonstrated their expertise and
knowledge of a wide variety of worldwide
claims, which have all emerged to varying
degrees. The panel covered head injuries
and concussion in the UK, claims arising
from MSDs and OPs (Musculoskeletal
Disorders and Organophosphates),
covid-19 claims in the UK, especially the
FCA test case and worldwide cyber claims
concluding with some broad thoughts on
claims development and evolution.

COVID MEMORY
Mark Everiss
‘the best thing about lockdown and covid-times is the fact that one can/
should now really appreciate the value of and enjoyment in the simple things
that prior to lockdown, one could take for granted – meeting friends for
drinks, going to football matches, attending gigs, going to the theatre.
The joy in getting out of the house, meeting friends at the pub
for a drink ahead of a football match was immense.’
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COVID MEMORY
Stuart Bacon
‘I had a surprising visitor during
lockdown of a squirrel that came to
my home office window all the time,
but also an unsurprising visit every
10 minutes from my two young
daughters!’
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YPG SPEED MENTORING

The Legacy Professionals Association

The YPG Committee ran speed mentoring
sessions on both Monday and Tuesday, which
were excellently managed by YPG Committee
member Nicola Gainsford. Nicola ensured that
YPG members and mentors got around the
room efficiently and helped engender lively
debates on the many topics discussed. Feedback
from those attending was very good and the
engagement of so many younger members after
such challenging times was a positive benefit to
Congress and it was put to the senior executives
that more youth should always be on their
agenda for attendance in future years.

COVID MEMORY

COVID MEMORY
Nicola Gaisford

Nicola Gaisford YPG Committee Member

Liam Bedford,

Young professional of the Year

‘After moving firms being at home allowed me to focus on
the changes and gave me the extra time and convenience to
(almost) finish renovating my house, plan my wedding and
walk the dog other than 5:00 before I caught the train!’

‘My lasting memory of
lockdown and covid times
is to appreciate the small
things. Lockdown definitely
made you take a step back
from your everyday life and
realise what was important
and those things you could
live without. For many it
wasn’t loo roll!’
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GALA DINNER
The Dinner, our biggest here ever,
had a well-received menu and
great service. There were two fun
events to break up the serious
nature of introducing each other
to new and old connections at the
tables; a champagne draw, made
complicated by a lack of business
cards and complemented by a
lack of money for many in ‘heads
n tails.’ Our charity The Light Trial
at Moorfields Eye Hospital looks to research glaucoma and other
problems and with the last 18 months of WFH the increased screen
use by many has brought our eyesight into focus – pun intended.
The earlier red herring regarding the Services to Legacy Award
became clear as such as the recipient had been working, but as she
appeared for the dinner the board were delighted to present LeslieAnn Giovnilli, IRLA’s own Head of Academy, and since inception of
IRLA, Head of the Secretariat, with the Award. A popular winner as
the room stood for a unanimous round of applause for the person
described as the ‘glue that holds this all together’.

Liam Rooney & James Rhys
Griffin - our heads n tails
winner, both of Zurich LM
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As a carryover from covid regulations there was no separate
entertainment room following the Dinner, but the Victoria Lounge
proved very popular, along with the Empress Suite where guests
stayed at their tables and even the Cyan Bar where a quiet chat
or two was taking place.
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CONGRESS SESSIONS DAY 3

The Legacy Professionals Association

Wednesday included interesting sessions on how the legacy market was
managing the recently acquired large UK Employers’ Liability legacy business
portfolios, David Flandro talking about Big Data and Peter Montanaro giving
updates on run-off at Lloyd’s.

COVID MEMORY
Sean Vigar
‘the most surprising thing I discovered in
lockdown was who my actual neighbours were….
and how many had access to power tools!’

Opening speaker David Flandro of Howden tackled the thorny subject
of Big Data the morning after the ‘big hangover’…at least for some
returning to F2F has its drawbacks. As always David was engaging,
and his Hyperion X tool looked interesting – basically trying to
replicate the Bloomberg terminal (for investment banking and WAM)
but for insurance purposes in terms of underwriting pricing/claims
performance information on a granular basis (per lines of business etc).
Currently it uses data from Hyperion/Howden, but they are looking to
collect additional data sources to make it even more useful in the future.

COVID MEMORY
David Flandro ‘My most
surprising take away was
that everyone is far more risk
averse than I thought.’
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The UK EL transaction session facilitated a discussion about what happens
when due diligence is over. Mark Hallam was joined by a buyer, a reinsurer,
a company impacted by a transaction and a third-party provider. There was
a lively discussion covering pre-bind activities and whether the assumptions
became reality post-bind. The key takeaways, for future transactions, shared
with the audience, were that there must be good preparation before binding,
to make sure you are operational on Day 1 post bind and not to silo, but to
work with the market, where possible.

COVID MEMORY
Alan Metzger
‘the best thing for me about lockdown and covid times
was the temporary end of a packed train commute twice
a day. It could be a useful time to work or unwind, but
certainly not as useful as being somewhere else instead.’

Mark Hallam and Dan Cordina

IRLA was delighted to welcome Peter Montanaro, Head
of Performance Management at Lloyd’s to join us as our
closing keynote speaker. The Chatham House Rule forbids
us from citing directly, but for those that know him, his
self-deprecating and humorous exposition of live Lloyd’s and
its long-time relationship with the legacy market, contained
a number of pithy truths for both markets to consider. We
took away the distinct impression of a maturing relationship
with a recognition that legacy efficiency can be good and a
point of learning, and that this is not at the expense of client
care or the willingness of legacy to pay.
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CLOSING REMARKS

The Legacy Professionals Association

After delays and postponements, 300 of us have met face to face to learn, discuss and share
thoughts and ultimately to support each other in our legacy community. Stephen promised
to deliver closing remarks in less than three minutes and did not disappoint! Having thanked
speakers, panellists and attendees alike he noted amongst other matters • Throughout Congress we have learned how
we should value simplicity over complexity
in all that we do.
• We expect regulation to be fair as between
live and legacy markets and we should
expect regulation to encourage us to be
equipped for sustainable growth.
• We understood that we had performed well
in lockdown but that perhaps, we should
not expect our regulator ever to be fully
satisfied with us as we strive for excellence.
• We acknowledged the tension between
delivering on social and governance issues

and profitability and that culture is the
behaviour we are willing to tolerate.
• Big Data, protected from cyber, is coming,
with greater variety, increasing volume and
faster delivery and will change the way in
which our markets trade.
• As liabilities transfer into legacy, more
market collaboration will deliver better
client and claimant outcomes.
• We must all maintain our reputation that
run-off efficiency is a deliverer of value
but not at the expense of a genuine and
sustained willingness and ability to pay.
Stephen Roberts – glad its over!
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CONTACT THROUGHOUT LOCKDOWN
Many members, in the UK, Europe and further abroad, shared their appreciation that
IRLA, the Secretariat, the events team led by Craig Oldfield and in particular Jenny Fair
and Leslie-Ann Giovnilli had been in constant contact during lockdown. The volume
and content of the e-shots, emails, LinkedIn posts and personal contacts helped many
members to stay connected during this
difficult period. Feedback from Congress
supported the view that IRLA’s outreach
during covid and the lockdowns was noted
and thoughtful. Many members expressed
thanks for the personal touch, particularly
provided by Jenny in her calls to those
members in Europe, where using her talent
for languages she contributed to them
feeling they were still very much part of
our legacy community.

The Legacy Professionals Association

Congress feedback also revealed a concern
that members are not cascading the value of
the Association internally to disciplines such
as actuarial, compliance and IT, amongst
others, and that we could also use our own
contacts, for example via LinkedIn, to spread
the word about the legacy community. IRLA
will take away and consider whether we can
provide extra support or services to those
who fall between YPG and ‘OPG’, those who
are the immediate key person replacements
and will be creating IRLA in their own image
if OPG ever retire!

COVID MEMORY
Juergen Dittmar
Jenny Fair, English, French
or Spanish? Keep in touch
in any of these languages

The outreach of IRLA during covid was noted and
thoughtful and it made me feel, and I’m sure many other
overseas members, a continuing part of this market’
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A SINCERE THANK YOU…
…to The Grand Brighton for a superb return to form with
so many new staff and excellent management by the old
staff. Everyone’s patience with the experience, for us
all, on the return to F2F in such a large group was really
appreciated and it was obvious that many delegates had
taken time to brief their staff about expectations and to be
aware of their own comfort levels. The variety of dietary
needs, carry over precautions from earlier covid-19
guidelines and new ideas such as the bento boxes were
all well received. A thank you to all of our other suppliers
for bearing with us until we could run this event face to
face as members insisted. (We may have pulled it off – no
reports of covid rampaging through our delegates.)

COVID MEMORY
Kevin Gill
‘Enjoying the beauty of nature.
A new way of working. Darts!’

The Legacy Professionals Association

Kevin Gill - a happy Treasurer

To all our Congress sponsors - BC Legal, Catalina, Cooley,
Davies Group, Freeborn LLP, PRO, PwC LLP and Swiss Re
and to all of you who attended or committed to keeping
us running in 2021 and beyond. A special thank you to all
those who took Platinum membership this year and to those
member companies and individuals who were prepared to
pay for your own copy in our IRLA textbook (one of the more
novel opportunities to support your Association that we came
up with and whose labours will be published soon); this came
at a time when we really needed a financial response to our
rallying cry, and we cannot thank you all enough.

